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Consumer Care June 13, 2016 6:35 p.m. Also included in the documents: general installation information, the choice of LATCH or vehicle belts, rear installation, vehicle seating, weight requirements, warranty policies and more. (22022) These instructions are specific for the manufacturing dates of each car seat. Make sure to properly match your model and manufacturing date to
find compatible instructions. Choose instructions that do not exceed the manufacturing date on your car seat. Was this article useful? 0 out of 0 found this useful Are there more questions? Get in touch! Below are the instructions for Dream Ride Car Bed. Also included in the documents: general installation information, the choice of LATCH or vehicle belts, rear installation, vehicle
seating, weight requirements, warranty policies and more. (IC238) (IC238-FSM) These instructions are specific for the manufacturing dates of each car seat. Make sure to properly match your model and manufacturing date to find compatible instructions. Choose instructions that do not exceed the manufacturing date on your car seat. 1 Table Contents 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Until the equipment is returned to the new, re-sale condition, within 30 days of the return of Authorization we will refund your initial purchase costs without any re-reserve fee! For the health and well-being of others, we regret that we cannot allow the toilet or bathing/shower product to return due to sanitary and personal hygiene reasons. Some manufacturers
do not allow some products to be returned. Please contact customer service if you have any questions. There are certain things you should do if you return.1) Keep the original box and packaging materials for safe transport! Please carefully repackage the items in the original packaging so that they are safe and tight inside the box. Use any plastic bags that come with your order -
they protect items from vibration during delivery. 2) Contact us within 30 days of receiving the product. Email us or call us for return instructions and refund authorization numbers. You must have a refund authorization number to make sure your refund is processed. Some important notes about refunds: You will be responsible for the cost of return delivery. To protect yourself, visit
a delivery service that has tracking and insurance. Refunds will not be provided for the goods that are lost by the carrier. If you paid a shipping fee on your order for accelerated, international or other shipping, that it it it even on the return of your order. Please note that the refund may return to a different location than they originated from. If you return the item to our warehouse in
New York without a refund authorization number, the cost we will incur for sending the item to the manufacturer's warehouse on your behalf will be deducted from your loan amount, if any. If the product is not possible to be made re-sellable, you have an option:1. Payment to have the item delivered back to you.2. Adjustment of the loan at 25% Recycling fee. If you have any
questions, please feel free to either email us at info@adaptivemall.com or call us at 1-800-371-2778 or 1-315-429-7112 to contact customer service. We're here to help! This website or its third-party tools use the cookies that are necessary for its operation and are necessary to achieve the goals illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent to
all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through the page, clicking on the link, or continuing to view otherwise, you agree to use cookies. The image is not available forColor: We are happy to help! Email: customerservice@kidkraft.com Please find your 11-14-digit package code from the back or bottom of your product when contacting
Customer Service. How can I find this? You can find the package code on the back or bottom of any KidKraft product. You can find the package code on the outside of the box. The package code can be found in the back of the assembly sheet. For assistance, please call 31 (0)20 305 8620 Home Instruction Sheets Search Mattel or Fisher-Price Instruction Sheets/Product Number
Guide, Product Name, or Keywords (i.e. X3427, Baby for Baby Rocker): Registration of ProductsContact Us Dear Customer, Angel Guard knows that there have been many questions about the availability and future of Angel Ride Infant Bed. We apologize for the lack of communication regarding product availability as we worked through our decisions on how to move forward with
this unique product. After careful consideration, we have taken the difficult decision that it is no longer possible for us to prepare this item financially. This was a particularly difficult decision because we recognize that the product served a special need, providing a transportation solution for premature and low birth weight babies. Our decision is based on a number of factors. First of
all, it is a unique specialized product, and the growing cost of liability insurance for quality products for specialized children's products has become prohibitively high. In addition, low volume this specialized product makes it increasingly difficult to source highly specialized components in small quantities. The ever-expanding regulatory environment also requires expensive testing
and compliance support. Finally, new car seat market records that accommodate children with lower birth weight have reduced the demand for car beds. Please note that the lack of information has nothing to do with our distributors or customers as they have been requesting availability information for some time. We encourage you to contact a distributor for alternative product
resources that may need your needs. All of us at Angel Guard thank you for your long-term support in the past and for your continued support. We regret the need to take this decision and once again apologize for the delay in providing information about the condition and future of the product. Best Relationship, Angel Guard Team cosco dream ride car bed instructions
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